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Chasek is perhaps typical in prior art approaches to

AUTOMATIC REAL-TIME HIGHWAY TOLL
COLLECTION FROM MOVING VEHICLES
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

automatic toll collection which propose the use of prepaid
tolls inserted electronically in the memory of a microwave

transponder-data-processor, normally kept in the vehicle. As
the vehicle passes through a suitably equipped toll collection
facility, a toll plaza microwave transponder receives billing
information from the vehicle transponder, calculates the toll,

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates generally to automatic real-time
highway toll collection from moving vehicles. It is espe

transmits it back to the vehicle transponder where the toll is
electronically subtracted from a stored balance. If the result
ing balance is not negative, a pass signal is then ?ashed.

cially adapted to the use of an untraceable electronic check
debited from a smart card and communicated in a crypto

graphically sealed envelope with opener. The invention
relates directly to an in-vehicle unit (IVU) and a roadside
collection station (RC3) and to an overall system incorpo
rating a plurality of RCS’s and IVU’s The invention may
also ?nd use for parking collections and other types of road

pricing applications.

Typical information to be stored hi the vehicle transponder
permanent memory and communicated to the toll collection
facility would include a vehicle-owner identity code, a
collection agent code and a vehicle-class code. The avail
15

2. Related Prior Art

ability of this information permits calculation of the toll. A

procedure for increasing the pre-paid balance makes pos
sible a computerized and automated double entry bookkeep

The microwave communication and cryptographic pro
cessing components of this invention are related to the
following prior issued U.S. Patents which are hereby incor

ing and funds transfer system. Security is said to be achieved
by “crypto-insertion codes”. The stored current electronic

porated herein by reference:

money balance in the vehicle transponder is to be indicated

U.S. Pat. No. 4,075,632-Baldwin et al. (1978)
U.S. Pat. No. 4,739,328-Koelle et al (1988)
U.S. Pat. No. 5,030,807—Landt et al (1991)
U.S. Pat. No. 5,055,659-Hendrick et al (1991)
U.S. Pat. No. 4,759,063—Chaum (1988)
U.S. Pat. No. 4,926,480-Chaum (1990)
U.S. Pat. No. 5,131,039——Chaum (1992)
Numerous electronic toll collection systems have been
implemented during the past several years. In most cases,

by a liquid crystal display.
Such automatic toll systems may o?°er some improvement
over other prior art techniques employing only automatic
vehicle identi?cation (e.g. one-way data communication
25

ing intricate centralized computer facilities for storing and
extracting billing information from potentially tens of mil
lions of possible users for each toll transaction. However,
there are nevertheless still drawbacks with such conven

vehicle readers and their associated microwave antennas are
located at well de?ned toll plazas and readable tags are
located on the vehicles. As a tag-equipped vehicle enters the
read range of the antenna, a ?xed code is read out from the
tag. The code is then compared with an online database to
verify the account and determine vehicle classi?cation.

Next, the user’s account is debited by the appropriate

rather than bi-directional data communication) and involv

tional approaches to automatic toll paying. For example, in
the Chasek system the toll transaction inherently reveals the
identity of the vehicle——and therefore inherently reveals the
identity of the vehicle owner/driver. This may provide a
signi?cant intrusion into the expected privacy of individuals
35

in a society which is presently accustomed to anonymous

amount and the vehicle is permitted to pass. This system is
simple in the sense that the amount of data to be handled is

highway toll payment transactions using untraceable cash/

typically small and data need pass in only one direction (i.e.,
uplink). These simpli?cations can lead to a system which
may operate with a relatively low data bandwidth and with

Furthermore, the Chasek approach requires an initial
interrogation by a microwave transponder located at the toll
plaza. This implies at least four phases of required bi
directional communication (e.g. the initial interrogating
downlink communication, a ?rst uplink communication of

coins or the like.

reasonably high vehicle speeds.
Sometimes the computation of toll charge is based, in
part, upon the identity of the entry plaza at which the vehicle
entered the system. In this case, it is necessary to either write
the identity of the entry plaza into the tag or to communicate

vehicle identi?cation, etc., a second downlink communica
tion of the computed toll amount and a second uplink
communication indicating a lack of a negative balance in the

the ?xed tag code and associated entry plaza over a network
so that each exit plaza in the entire system has online access
to the data. Needless to say, both of these alternatives

vehicle transponder. Not only does the described four~phase
communication inherently require a considerable time and
loss of anonymity to the transaction, it also fails to effec

complicate the system, necessite a higher bandwidth, and
may prove expensive to implement.
Furthermore, some users may object to loss of privacy
since the ?xed tag code serves to identify the owner and his
or her whereabouts. Low value, off-line payment systems

tively provide for real-time cryptographically veri?ed debit
50

systems are more susceptible to erroneous and/or fraudulent

transactions.

Although Chasek refers to security being achieved by
“crypto-insertion codes”, the only discussion of any cryp

which provide privacy to the user are now gaining commer
cial acceptance. These systems often make use of a reusable

smart card or its predecessor, the disposable memory card.
Automatic real-time toll collection in general has been a

long-standing goal of many prior efforts The following U.S.
Patents are a few examples of prior systems which proport
to provide one aspect or another of such systems:

of the prepaid electronic money balance. Accordingly, such

55

tography is a brief reference to the determination of a

highway entry code from a given vehicle transponder iden
ti?cation code using a “cryptographic sequence”. Presum
ably this would provide some security against fraudulent toll
minimization by use of false highway entry data (for
“closed” toll highway situations). However, it does not
appear to olfer any other security against possible fraudulent
activity—and it clearly olfers no anonymity to the vehicle
owners or operators traveling along the highway.

60
U.S. Pat. No. 4,303,904-Chasek (1991)
U.S. Pat. No. 5,086,389-Hassett et al (1992)
U.S. Pat. No. 5,144,553-—Hassett et al (1992)
As explained by Chasek, conventional mm'rual toll col
lection facilities slow traifrc, waste time and fuel and
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
increase air pollution. Such manual facilities can also be 65
A presently preferred exemplary embodiment of this
relatively ine?icient in terms of overhead costs required for
invention achieves especially ei?cient bi-directional auto
toll collection processes.

5,485,520
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matic toll payment communications utilizing anonymous
untraceable electronic checks communicated in crypto
graphically sealed envelopes with openers while utilizing, if

any expected toll transaction. This additional transaction
identi?cation data may be included in the “challenge” and
“payment” phases of each transaction so that a given RCS
may appropriately associate different data packets involved
in a given transaction and thus simultaneously process toll
transactions with a plurality of IVU’s. A higher level local
area network is also preferably provided between RCS’s at

desired, as few as three phases of actual data communication

for each complete toll transaction (including a fully crypto
graphically veri?ed debiting of smart card electronic
money). Such ef?cient communication minimizes the time
required to complete each toll transaction and thus facilitates
use at high vehicle speeds.
In a non-data-communicating preliminary initialization
stage, each IVU prepares an initial “commit” data package
which already includes a portion of an anonymous crypto
graphically untraceable electronic check. Due to the very
nature of the data in such package, it is extremely likely to
be unique insofar all other toll transactions are concerned.

a multi-lane facility so that cross-lane data may be redirected
10

and, as a consequence, enforcement provisions are subse

Thus it conveniently also serves as a transaction identity

quently taken against the vehicle in question (e.g. by trig

code for authenticating and linking subsequent phases of the

gering a photograph of the vehicle license plate).
The preferred exemplary embodiment also utilizes a

toll collection transaction. When an IVU comes within the

communication “footprint” of an RCS (i.e., the highway
area in which reliable communication with an IVU is

possible, or in otherwards, the microwave communication

20

diately and repetitively transmitted in an up-link mode to the
nearest RCS at a toll plaza. When an RCS detects successful

package). This second “challenge” data package also pref
erably includes a shortened encrypted version of at least
some of the ?rst commit data package (e.g., the transaction
identity code) so as to authenticate the RCS (i.e. before the
IVU effects a cash disbursement to the RCS). The “chal

25

“challenge” data package (i.e., one carrying transaction

the cryptographic opener, linkage data and cryptographi

generate a post-payment bill or invoice to the appropriate
50

protocols.

alternate charging process (e.g. an approved credit card,
post-payment billing system, etc.). A PIN code may be
required before post-payment is permitted to minimize the
chance of a smart card revealing the identity of its owner
without the owner’s consent.

As already brie?y mentioned, since the data representing

encrypted version of this transaction identity data (e. g.

communicated through the IVU by an RCS located at the
entrance point and then stored so as to become part of the
?rst “commit” phase of communication by the IVU when it
next encounters an RCS at some toll plaza along the high
way (e.g., possibly at an exit ramp).
The exemplary embodiment of this invention is particu
larly designed primarily for use in a pre-payment environ
ment (e.g. where there is su?icient pre-paid electronic
money in the IVU-associated smart card to pay the requested
toll). However, if desired, the same system may also be

su?icient remaining electronic money to pay the upcoming
toll, then the WU may be conditioned (e.g. via suitable
keyboard entry) to revert to an optional post-payment mode
wherein vehicle/person identity is transmitted to the RCS.
This permits the RCS and associated toll plaza computer to

Merely increasing communication bandwidth without

identity data communicated in the ?rst “commit” phase of

computed as a function of the highway entrance point for a

particular vehicle. Such entrance point identity would be

a drive realizes that his or her smart card may not contain

limit to accommodate more data transmission in less time

the bi-directional communication process. A shortened

handle both “open” and “closed" toll highway con?gura

arranged to handle post-payment scenarios. For example, if

cally secured veri?cation of a smart card debit) is collected
in a third “payment” data package that is communicated on
an up-link from the IVU to the RCS, thus completing one
entire toll transaction.

that data is advantageously also utilized as transaction

lanes) of a multilane toll plaza.
If desired, the system may be designed with an ability to

closed highway environment, a particular toll is typically
30

identity data associated with its own earlier “commit” data
package), then an appropriate toll amount is debited from an
associated smart card and suitable completion of the 40
untraceable electronic check in that amount (together with

an untraceable electronic check is extremely likely to be
unique with respect to all other toll transactions, a portion of

communication on adjacent lanes and avoid potential cross

tions. In an open toll highway, a ?xed toll may be charged
for each vehicle (or vehicle class) at each toll plaza. In a

lenge” data is communicated on a down-link to the appro 35
priate IVU. When an IVU successfully receives an authentic

(e.g., at high vehicle speeds) is typically not practical due to
regulatory constraints on utilized bandwidth. Typically only
about 10 MHz of bandwidth is provided by regulation for
such applications. Thus there is further need for e?icient data

down-link timing controller so as to coordinate downlink

lane down-link interference by preventing simultaneous
downlink communication on adjacent lanes (and/or nearby

zone), this pre-con?gured “commit” data package is imme
receipt of a valid up-link “commit” data package, then it
computes a return down-link “challenge” data package
(typically including a computed toll amount based, at least
in part, upon vehicle classi?cation, highway entrance point,
and perhaps other data included in the ?rst up-link data

at the higher LAN level to the appropriate RCS. Such
cryptographically secure transaction linkage data (e.g., the
transaction identity data, the transaction sequence data and!
or the transaction lane data) is also preferably utilized to
provide undeniable proof of toll payment in case the smart
card is actually debited by the toll amount but, for some
reason, such debiting is not properly recorded by the RCS

55

In the preferred exemplary embodiment, all real time data
processing and data communication is done within and
between the IVU and RCS. In the exemplary embodiment,
art IVU begins the data dialog when it self-triggers itself into
an up-link mode of operation as a result of detecting a
predetermined threshold of ambient rf level from an RCS. In

encrypted with a secret Data Encryption Standard or “DES”

the preferred exemplary embodiment, modulated backscat

key shared by the IVU and RCS) may then be returned in the

ter of a continuous wave (CW) microwave signal is used to

“challenge” data so as to authenticate the RCS to the IVU
transmit data in the up-link data direction. Accordingly, each
before a toll debit is eifected. In addition, to provide further
RCS normally operates in a passive uplink mode so as to
multi-lane functionality, transaction sequence and/or trans 65 provide the requisite CW microwave carrier signal enabling
action lane data may be generated so as to be unique within
an up-link data transmission as soon as an IVU comes within
a given plaza environment over a time duration longer than
its communication footprint.

5,485,520
6
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To better permit the requisite high speed real time data

must therefore maintain such secret key and trouper proof or

processing and communication events required for real time
automatic toll collection, the smart card utilized in the

tamper resistant facilities). Accordingly, if more sophisti
cated public key cryptographic systems are to be utilized in

exemplary embodiment is preferably con?gured to process

an automatic toll payment system, then it is especially

data and to communicate in a high speed mode when
interfaced with an IVU. However, the stone smart card may
revert to standard slower speed processing and data com
munication at other times such that the electronic money

necessary to utilize very efficient data communication pro
tocols and formats so as to ensure that there is ample time

available for communicating all of the requisite data within
a very short time window (which varies inversely with
vehicle speed). The need for me of sophisticated data

contained in the smart card may be used for other purposes
in addition to automatic toll collection.

formatting and protocols becomes especially significant

A bidirectional microwave communication link employ
ing modulated backscatter for short range high speed data
communications suitable for use with this invention is
known in the prior art. For example, reference is made to the
following prior issued US. patents, the entire content of

each of which is hereby incorporated by reference.
US.
US.
US.
US.

Pat.
Pat.
Pat.
Pat.

No.
No.
No.
No.

when multi-lane environments are envisioned and/or when

multiple simultaneous IVU toll paying transactions are
envisioned at multi-lane toll plazas and the like. To accom

plish all of these desired goals, extremely high data security
15

4,075,632——Baldwin et al (1978)
4,739,328—Koelle et al (1988)
5,030,807—Landt et al (1991)
5, 055,659-Hendriek et a1 (1991)

and communication efficiency must be simultaneously
achieved. This invention provides a particularly secure and
e?icient way to organize and operate such an automatic real
time highway toll collection system.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Cryptographic processes for use in generating and com
municating anonymous untraceable electronic checks com

The invention will be more completely understood and

municated in cryptographically sealed envelopes with open
ers and suitable for use in the exemplary embodiment of this
invention are also known in the prior art. For example, the
reader is referred to the following related prior issued US.
patents, the entire content of each of which is hereby

appreciated by careful study of the following more derailed
description of a presently preferred exemplary embodiment
25

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic perspective view of a multi-lane

incorporated by reference:

toll plaza incorporating an exemplary automatic real time
highway toll collection system in accordance with this

US. Pat. No. 4,759,063-Chaum (1988)
US Pat. No' 4,926,480—Chaum (1990)
US. Pat. No. 5,l3l,039—-Chaum (1992)

invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of some major toll collection

As those in the an will recognize :from the Chaum

system components in the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 1;
FIGS. 2A, 2B and 2C depict exemplary operation of a

references, a blind signature system utilizing public key
cryptography (e.g. the Rivest Shamir-Adleman or “RSA”
cryptosystem) may be used for generating cryptographically
secured anonymous untraceable electronic checks which
may be communicated, for example, in a cryptographically
sealed envelope with opener. Besides anonymity in cash
transactions, the use of such public key cryptographic blind

of the invention taken in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings, of which:

downlink timing controller so as to prevent interference
35

between adjacent lanes in the multi-lane environment of

FIG. 1;

FIG. 2D is a simpli?ed block diagram of a possible
violation enforcement subsystem for use with the embodi
signature systems also provides enhanced cryptographic
ment of FIG. 1;
security while yet relaxing the requirements for tamper 40
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary in-vehicle
resistant or tamper proof enclosures for various system
(IVU) for use in the embodiment of FIG. 1;
components. In particular, as those in the art will appreciate,
FIGS. 3A and 3B depict an exemplary housing and a
in a public key cryptosystem, only one key (e. g., the private
possible keyboard/screen user interface for the IVU of FIG.

key) of a public key cryptosystem pair needs to be treated in

3;

tamper resistant or tamper proof manner. Accordingly, if one
can arrange to use the private key only at a relatively few and
secure locations (e.g. at the premises of a bank when a smart
card is being ?lled with electronic money), then one can

FIG. 3C is a logic sequence human interface diagram
showing an exemplary human interface with the IVU of
FIGS. 3, 3A and 3B;
FIG. 3D is a schematic depiction of the link ASIC

minimize the need for relatively expensive and complex
tamper proof or tamper resistant facilities elsewhere in the
cryptosystem. A high speed version may use a secret key
shared between a tamper-resistant IVU (SC) and a tamper
resistant RCS.

50

Instead of a removable smart card, the IVU may itself

permanently incorporate a smart card chip (i.e., to be used

55

in lieu of a removable smart card). Such an IVU could be

more easily sealed for exterior mounting such as might be
required on motorcycles and the like. Such an IVU could
also be produced at less cost and in a smaller size. All

attributes regarding privacy and security would be pre
served.

>

However, use of such public key cryptography typically
suifers the disadvantage of requiring more voluminous data

transfers (i.e., larger bandwidth) than for conventional cryp
tosystems (e.g. as in DES or the like where a single secret 65

key is utilized by both the message sender and the message
receiver and where both the message sender and receiver

(application speci?c integrated circuit) utilized in the FIG. 3

IVU;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary roadside
collection station (RCS) used in the embodiment of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4A is a logic block diagram of an exemplary uplink
control process for use in she RCS of FIG. 4;
FIGS. 5, 5A and 5B depict data package ?ows in the
exemplary embodiment of FIG. 1 for both uplink and
downlink communication; and
FIGS. 5C and 5D depict exemplary WRITE and SELECT

command signalling sequences.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT

FIG. 1 schematically depicts a typical multi-lane toll

plaza environment having four lanes (0-3) respectively
associated with roadside collection stations (RCS) 20a (not

5,485,520
7

8

shown), 20b, 20c, 20d. Each RCS communicates over a high
speed short range microwave or rf communication link 22
with in-vehicle units (IVU) 34 located in either a single
vehicle in its respective lane (e.g. see lane 1 in FIG. 1) or
plural vehicles in its respective lane (e.g. see the pair of
motorcycles in lane 2 of FIG. 1) while the vehicle passes
through an RCS communication footprint 24. In this docu

mounted in an ISA expansion slot. The Kryptor (a high

speed RSA/DES encryption device) generates blank elec
tronic checks and balance data tier transmission to a remote

Reload Station. The Reload Station 44 is the physical device
into which the smart card is inserted for receiving blank
checks and a balance. The Reload Station can be physically
the same as a DigiCash PayStation (available from DigiCash
b.v., 419 Kruislaan, 1098 VA Amsterdam, The Netherlands),

ment the terms the microwave and/or rf are used to refer to

any portion of the 4adio frequency spectrum suitable for a

but with ?rmware suitably adapted to the toll application.

short-range communication between an IVU and RCS. As
10 The Reload Station may be linked to the Reload Computer
will be appreciated, the dimensions of the footprint are a
over a twisted-pair LAN operating at 38 KBaud.
combined function of the radiation pattern of the If antennae
The plaza area network (LAN) that links the Plaza Com
associated with both the RCS and the IVU. The limited time
puter with one or more RCS’s, Reload Computers and
duration over which a given IVU is present within the RCS
Reload Stations may be a multi-access, twisted-pair, asyn
communication footprint 24 (which time duration will, of
chronous network using RS485 signal levels capable of data
course, also be inversely related to vehicle speed) places a
very severe limitation on the time that is available to
rates up to 38 KBaud and distances up to 1 Km.

complete a bi-directional toll payment transaction. For typi
cal speeds and antenna radiation patterns, it is presently
anticipated that only a relatively few milliseconds may
ultimately be available to complete such a transaction.

The general type of short range microwave communica
tions link employed in the exemplary embodiment has
20

Given the vagaries of microwave communication over short
ranges between relatively moving antennae and the need to
communicate reliably a considerable quantity of data

requires highly efficient data protocols and formats.
As will also be appreciated, the multi-lane toll plaza

identi?cation (AVI) with backscatter data modulator “tags”
25

environment of is quite possible for an IVU in one of the
lanes to successfully pass uplink data to an RCS other than
the RCS that is nominally associated with that vehicle’s
actual highway lane. Unless constrained in some manner, it

is also possible that a vehicle may be changing lanes during
passage through the toll plaza. To accommodate reconcili
ation of cross-lane data read-in and to otherwise provide
timing control over downlinks (and thus to help minimize
cross-lane downlink interference between adjacent lanes),
the RCS units 20 are interconnected with a plaza computer
local area network (LAN) and a downlink plaza timing
controller via cabling 26.

already been successfully applied within the European rail
network. For example, in a railroad environment, modulated
backscatter has been used to provide automatic vehicle

30

being located on the underside of rail vehicles and an active
microwave CW source RCS link controller being located on

the ground between the rails. The same technology has also
been applied in reverse to automatic train control (ATC)
with the CW active microwave interrogator located on the
underside of locomotives and backscatter data modulator

“tags” located on the ground between the rails. Existing
interrogators and tags using such communication technol
ogy are commercially available as part of the Dynicom
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system (a short range microwave communication system)
from Amtech Corporation, 17301 Preston Road, Building
E100, Dallas, Tex. 75252.
The controlling ?rmware and hardware in such existing
commercially available units may be modi?ed so as to

A block diagram of the exemplary system is depicted in

support high performance smart card-based road pricing

more detail at FIG. 2. Here, toll plaza 1 is schematically
shown to include four lanes, each of which is respectively
associated with an RCS 20, the RCS’s 20a-20d being
interconnected with plaza 1 computer 30 (e.g., a 486-based
33 MHZ 8 MByte RAM 40 MByte hard disk PC with special

applications in accordance with this invention. In such
40

cally processed in real time (e.g. in suitable cryptographic
data processing circuits also associated with the RCS) since
the result of such computations on uplink data is necessary

application software running under Windows V3.1) and
downlink plaza 1 controller 32 via a LAN and other wiring

45

within cabling 26. The high speed short range bi-directional
microwave communication links 22 are also depicted with
the in-vehicle unit (IVU) 34 of an associated vehicle trav

to generate downlink messages back to the IVU in real time.

The IVU, in turn, must perform real time processing of
downlink messages in order to generate concluding uplink

messages which, among other things, cryptographically
verify the actual completed debiting of electronic money

elling along that respective highway lane. As depicted, each
IVU 34 is interconnected to a respectively associated remov

specialized road pricing applications (e.g., toll payments),
uplink data received from the IVU must be cryptographi
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able smart card (SC) 36a—36d. In turn, plaza 1 computer 30
is interconnected with other plaza computers at other toll
plazas and to a bank reload computer 40 (e.g. via a dial-up

from an associated smart card. Thus, each road pricing
transaction requires a sequence of at least three (i.e., uplink,

downlink, and uplink) me;sages. For special purposes, addi
tional data messages may also be necessary or desirable as

link, exchange of ?oppy disk or tapes) typically positioned
in a secure (i.e., tamper resistant or tamper proof) bank 55

will be appreciated by those in the art.
Consequently, the demanding real time nature of road

facility 42. Reload stations 44 may then be remotely con

pricing applications require optimization of: 1) reporting of

nected to the bank reload computer 40 via another LAN (e. g.

uplinked data received from the IVU to the cryptographic
data processing circuits at the RCS, 2) high speed commu~
nications between the microwave data communication cir
cuits and the cryptographic data processing circuits using an
e?icient inter-circuit protocol at the RCS, and 3) e?icient
downlink data transmissions from the cryptographic data
processing circuits to the IVU with automatic veri?cation

wireload stations being located at a gas station 46 or the like
as illustrated in FIG. 2). A smart card 36 may then be
removably interconnected with a reload station 44 and 60
reloaded with electronic money in a cryptographically
secure way via the bank reload computer 40 (which may be
located in a tamper resistant or tamper proof bank environ

ment if the private key of a public key cryptosystem pair is
required as part of the reloading process).
The Reload Computer may be installed with an internal

Kryptor (a high speed RSA/DES encryption device)

and retry capabilities.
65

The RCS and IVU of this invention support a bi-direc
tional short range microwave communication link. The link
may operate in a half duplex mode (i.e. where transmission

